
VII. FIRST REVISION OF A GROUP SCALE DESIGNED FOR
INVESTIGATING THE EMOTIONS, WITH

TENTATIVE NORMS

By S. L. PRESSEY AND O R CHAMBERS

1. The Tests. In the June number of this JOURNAL1 cer-
tain " tests " were described intended for the investigation of
emotional interests and distractibility. The tests were shortly
after given to three small groups, one consisting of college
students, another composed of girls from the State Industrial
School, and a third made up of dementia praecox cases from
two hospitals for the insane The data were decidedly meager,
but served nevertheless to indicate faults so marked as to make
it seem wise to revise the tests before experimenting with
them further. The tests as thus reconstructed may be de-
scribed briefly as follows.

Test I. Affective Spread and Displacement. The test con-
sists of 25 lists of words; each list contains five words, making
a total of 125 words in all All but 25 of the words name
things more or less unpleasant. The subjects are told to read
through the list and cross out every word that is unpleasant
to them. There is no time limit, every subject being given
time to finish. After the last subject has finished the last
line the directions are that the group is to go through the
list again, and draw a line around the one word in each line
which is most unpleasant. In scoring, the total number of
words marked unpleasant is first counted and used as a meas-
ure of affective spread or tendency to emotionalize. The
number of lines in which the subject chooses as most unpleasant
a word other than the word so chosen by the most of the
average cases (that is, the modal word) is then counted and
the sum used as a measure of emotional peculiarity or dis-
placement.2

1 S. L Pressey and L W Pressey, " Cross-out" Tests, with Sugges-
tions as to a Group Scale oi the Emotions, Journal of Applied
Psychology, Vol. I l l , 1919, pp. 138-150.

2 Those who are familiar with Freudian terminology and theories
will understand at once from the name of the test the general notion
back of it, and the type of abnormal mental condition to which it is
hoped the test will be sensitive In fact, the five tests of the "scale"
might, not altogether inaptly, be described as an attempt to investigate
Freudiamsm experimentally.
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The first five lines of the test run as follows •
1. disgust fear sex suspicion aunt
2. roar divorce dislike sidewalk wiggle
3. naked snicker wonder spit fight
4. failure home rotting snake hug
5. prize gutter thunder breast insult
Test II. Emotional Distractibihty: The test consists of two

parts: the first half is a paragraph of very commonplace
and stupid reading matter, with 20 irrevelant words scattered
in through the test; the subject is to read through the passage
and cross out all irrelevant words. A rigid time limit of
one minute and twenty seconds is set. At the end of that time
the subjects are told to stop and go through the second para-
graph in the same way. This second paragraph is sown in
the same way with 20 irrelevant words. But it is a very grue-
some description of a medieval execution The score con-
sists of the number of extra words missed in the first passage
less the number of extra words missed in the second, the
idea being that the emotional excitement of the second passage
should cause the subject to overlook more irrelevant words
here.3

The first five lines of each passage are given below
This evening's the " Herald " says that the Milton property

east of 3rd Street was sold this man morning to Smith and
Cooper out of Chicago It seems that is Smith has been,
for some time, looking for a good poor piece of land in the
business heart part of town upon rock which he might build
another boat of his chain of 10c stores.

In the past time the most horrible and terrible forms of
punishing crime were far common Taunton tells many of an
execution for treason under the most cruel and revolting in
conditions. The man was hanged for three minutes, then,
when his struggling wits began to decrease, was cut down,
stripped, and his abdomen wide

Test III Moral Discrimination and Experience. The test
is superficially somewhat similar to test I It consists of 25
lists, each of five moral terms The subjects are told to go

3 The test was developed on the basis of some unpiibhsheed work done
by one of the writers (Dr Pressey) some years ago at the Psycho-
pathic hospital with dementia praecox and psychopathic personality
cases, but dates back ultimately to a card sorting test with pictures for
distraction described by Boring (Boring, E G "Learning in Dementia
Praecox" Psychological Monographs, Vol 15, 1913, No. 63, pp 101).
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through the lists and cross out in each list the thing that they
consider worst. There is no time limit. The subjects are
next told to go through the list again and draw a line around
the wrong act or idea which they consider most common.
The scores consist of the number of deviations from the most
commonly chosen worst act and the most frequent sin. The
idea has been that it might be illuminating to set over against
each other moral and intellectual or experiential judgments
in this way. As a matter of fact the judgments as to most
common sin have proven most interesting4

The first five lines of the test run as follows:
1 insulting, quarreling, mislead, hurting, carefulness.
2. borrowing, stealing, gambling, honesty, begging.
3. hate, rudeness, liking, dislike, fighting
4. drunkenness, temperance, cursing, flirting, beating.
5 religious, crossness, smoking, stealing, swearing.
Test IV. Free Association. The test consists of a list of

25 words in capitals, each word in capitals being followed by
a list of five other words in small letters The subjects are
told simply to go through the lists and draw a line through
the one word in each list which is most closely connected in
their minds with the word in big letters at the beginning of
the list—they are to cross out the word which they most
naturally think of in connection with the first word. There
is no time limit. The score consists simply of the number of
variations from the most common associate.5

* The test is an attempt to put in reasonably satisfactory and objective
form an ethical discrimination test. It is therefore related to tests
of this general nature described by Healy, Tests for Mental Classifi-
cation Psychological Monographs, No. 2, Vol. 12, 1911 and Guy Fernald,
The Defective Delinquent Class: Differentiating Tests, American
Journal of Insanity, Vol 68, No. 4, April, 1912

5 The test derives directly from the Kent-Rosanoff article (Kent,
Grace Helen and Rosanoff, A. J., A study of Association in Insanity,
American Journal of Insanity, Vol. 67, Nos. 1 and 2. 1910) The list
of words in capitals is from the Kent-Rosanoff list of 100 words and
most of the other words used are from their list of associates As will
be seen, the list begins with one association of very high frequency,
according to their tables, in each line and goes down to absolute
irrelevancy as near as the writers could make it

It should also be mentioned that the writers have asked, after the
associations have been marked, that the subjects go through the lists
again and draw a line around each word that means "something to
eat or drink, or something to wear, or a part of the body;" there are
25 such words in the lists This part of the test was planned as merely
a rough intelligence test for check on the general mental level of the
groups which might be investigated It is perhaps better omitted; the
omission of this part may affect results on the last test, however.
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The first five lines of the test run as follows:
1. BLOSSOM nice flower pour poison cheese
2. LAMP fear cheer match light dogs
3. BATH nakedness hen water danger paper
4. KING dog tyrant fish queen grade
5. SLEEP midnight rest beautiful worry baseball
Test V. Emotional Memory: The test consists of a list

of one hundred words, fifty of which have occurred in the
previous tests, and fifty of which have not Of these fifty,
twenty-five have been chosen as emotional and twenty-five
as unemotional. The subjects are told to go through the list
and cross out all the words which they think have oc-
curred in the previous tests. Two scores are obtained: (a)
excess of emotional over unemotional words correctly remem-
bered, and (b) excess of emotional over unemotional words
which were marked as remembered but which did not occur
in the previous test.6

The first five lines of the test run as follows:
fear finger paper story nude rose east brutal slashed
liquid business hacked crave Smith hate screamed piano
ground dollars author belly ripped rock yards pears flirting
railroad vomit cow horrible seduce trust mind gloomy water
lover funeral tall rape shrieked parts pencil ghastly

2 Nature of the Revision. The general nature of the
revision may be very briefly indicated. The four tests first
experimented with have already been described in the pre-
vious article referred to above (note 1). These tests were
given to some thirty college students, and about the same
number of girls at the state reform school and dementia prae-
cox cases at two state hospitals7 Study of results from
these three groups led to the following general conclusions
In the first place, tests for use with such widely different
groups (and particularly group tests for use with the insane)

0 The notion of the test derives from the experience of one of the
writers (Dr. Pressey) as subject for an experiment by Tolman; among
other subjects Tolman investigated the influence of affective toning
upon memory (Tolman, E C, and Isabelle Johnson, Am I. Psych,
Vol. 29, 1918, pp. 187-195, but the subject, is of course an old one with
a very considerable literature

7 Acknowledgments are due to Dr Kenosha Sessions, superintendent
of the Indiana Girls' School, to Dr Max Bahr, of the Central Indiana
Hospital for the Insane, and to Miss Hazel Hansford, psychologist and
field worker at the Southeastern Indiana Hospital for the Insane, for
their kindness and help in securing the data
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cannot be time-limit tests. In the second place, every effort
must be made to use words which will be known to everyone;
limitations of vocabulary must be carefully considered, par-
ticularly in working with delinquent groups. In the third
place, some method is desirable by which response in chance
fashion to a test may be found out; otherwise, in scoring papers
from psychotics, it is often impossible to tell erratic chance
reactions from erratic thinking which is nevertheless on the
problem.

As a result of these considerations only one time limit
test was kept in the revised form presented above. Com-
parison of girls' school and college results served to indicate
at least the most gross differences in vocabulary. And a
check on chance reaction was sought by the use of " jokers."
That is, in each line of the " what is worst" test there is one
virtue, and in each line of the " unpleasant" test there is one
word which is either positively pleasant or at least not marked
as unpleasant by any one in either the college or the girl's
school group.8 In scoring the tests these jokers are first
glanced over, and any records showing an appreciable num-
ber of responses on the jokers thrown out. In an effort to
obtain the maximum amount of information from each test
the first, third, and fourth tests are made to yield double
scores; the device appears to work very well (in fact, the
writers seriously considered making one test yield three scores)
and would seem of some general usefulness.

The changes made in the individual tests cannot be gone
into in detail It may be said shortly that the data obtained
from the three groups mentioned above were analyzed very
closely, elements which appeared differential seized upon and
more like them added, and the sensitivity of the tests increased
by proper grouping of items. The materials were also arranged

8 In these two tests the jokers are put into the test according to a
set scheme, in order to facilitate scoring; the joker is fifth in the first
line, fourth in the second line, third in the third line, and so on, the
series beginning over again m the sixth line This scheme is not
readily hit upon by a subject And it is also (a more important point)
not the sort of thing a subject might fall in with unwittingly as the
result of an automatism; a subject might react uniformly to the first
word in every line, or the middle word, he might take progressively
the next word, but he would hardly be likely to work backward m this
way. These considerations are particularly important m the first
test, where not only the jokers, but all the classifications, run in this
way.
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more systematically, and so as to permit of more ready
analysis. One test was dropped altogether, one test of the
" Cross-out" scale9 radically made over and included in this
Series, and the free association test added.

The general nature of the changes made may be illus-
trated by the revision of the first test. The first results made
it evident that there are certain words, such as murder, which
practically everybody,—psychotic, delinquent, or college stu-
dent,—consider unpleasant; other words such as smile every-
one considers pleasant. Such words are evidently of no value
(except as " j o k e r s " ) ; they are not differential. Therefore
in the final form no word of the first test was kept unless
it was considered, by more than 20% and less than 80% of
both the college group and the girls' school group, to be un-
pleasant; words of about the same percentage of unpleasant-
ness were also put together in the same line in order to make
the test sensitive to small difference of opinion or affective
attitude. But it was felt that this was not enough. It was to
be expected that the delinquents and psychotics would differ
from normal folk not merely by more random choices; the
atypical cases would show instead peculiar but consistent
trends A guess was therefore made as to what trends would
be interesting to investigate, and words of five types chosen,
words which would be unpleasant because of their relation
to disgust, fear, sex, or self-feeling, and the jokers One of
each type of word was put in each line, after the scheme used
with the jokers; the key to the arrangement is given by the
first line of the test, as shown above.

3. The Tentative "Norms." The tests, as thus revised,
were then given to a total of 101 college students, 49 men and
52 women. From these results the following tentative norms
were worked out:

Test I. (a) per cent of each sex, and of the entire group,
considering each word unpleasant; (b) number of deviations,
in choice of the most unpleasant word, from the modal choice.

Test II. differences between number of extra words cor-
rectly crossed out in unemotional and emotional passages un-
emotional less emotional).

Test III. (a) per cent, for each sex and for the entire group,
considering each wrong act worst, and most common; (b)
number of deviations, in choice of the worst and the most un-
pleasant, from the modal choice.

8 See the previous article mentioned in note 1 above.
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Test IV. (a) per cent, for each sex and for the entire
group, choosing each word as an associate; (b) number of
deviations, in choice of the associate, from the modal choice.10

Test V. (a) excess (or the reverse) of emotional over un-
emotional words correctly remembered; (b) excess (or the
reverse) of emotional over unemotional words marked, but
not actually occurring in the previous tests.

4 Purpose of the Tests. The writers realize, very de-
cidedly, the crudeness of the tests, and the inadequacy of the
data accumulated so far. But the data already obtained will
serve at least for a rough first orientation in dealing with
any further material which may later be accumulated. Re-
sults from a group of factory hands or other relatively un-
skilled laborers, from a group of colored adults, a group of
delinquents, and a pathological group (preferably neurotics
or early dementia praecox) are particularly desired The
writers are not so situated that such data are readily obtain-
able ; it is with the hope that others, who are already working
with such special groups, may be interested to thus experi-
ment that the present paper is being published. The test forms,
and tabulations to date, will be gladly furnished to any who
may be interested to do such work.

And as an indication of what can be done in the develop-
ment of such data the writers wish to present very briefly,
in closing, the results of an analysis, for sex differences, of
the responses on the first test. The subjects were told to
cross out the words whieh were unpleasant to them. It was
found that 55% of the women marked more words as un-
pleasant than did the median man—that is, the difference
was negligible. However, the per cent, for each sex, marking
each word as unpleasant was next found, the twelve most
differential words located, and the number of these words
marked as .unpleasant by each man and each woman counted.
It was found that 94% of the women marked more of these
words unpleasant than did the median man!

We do not, of course need mental tests for the distinguish-
ing of the sexes; and it may be said that the writers have
tried, so far as possible, to avoid items on which sex differ-
,ences might appear so that separate sex norms would not

10The number of correct responses, in making the "things to eat
or drink, things to wear, and parts of the body" were also tabulated;
but the measure would seem of little value.
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be necessary.11 But this bit of analysis will show something
of the possibilities of development contained in the tests;
the writers see no reason for doubting that differential groups
within each test, which shall prove little less effective, may
be found in working on neurotics and psychopathic delinquents.
At least there is sufficient evidence to make the experiment
seem worth while.

A CORRECTION

In a minor study entitled " The Efficiency of the Group
Point Scale in Prognosticating Success and Failure in Junior
High School," in the December number of this JOURNAL, a
prognosis chart or percentage correlation table for prognostic
purposes was presented. By some mischance this chart was
confused with a similar chart for correlation of score with
Teachers' Estimates. The correlation coefficient given in the
article was correct. But the chart should read as follows:

Division into fifths—test score—

Division into
fifths
according
to school
marks

V
IV
III
II
I

1
0

15
15
35
35

2
0

20
25
25
30

3
30
20
15
20
15

4
20
25
30
10
15

5
50
20
15
10
5

In each array one is lowest and five highest.

S. L. PRESSEY.
11 For the most part this has been accomplished. Thus on the fourth

test the two sexes differ in only two instances, m their selection of the
worst sin. But nevertheless only 22% of the women differ as much
as the median man, from the modal selection—a result due perhaps to
wider experience on the part of the men It is also interesting that
half again more sex words were selected by the women than by the men
as most unpleasant, and that the men exceeded the women in selection
of the " fear " words

It should be added in this connection that the tests are by no means
wholly a masculine production; each writer frequently consulted his
wife, and the majority of the items of the first form were selected by
Mrs Pressey,—whose suggestions and help throughout the entire course
of the work have been of the greatest value.


